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-
id digitalization created complex legacies through its interaction with what 
was already there -- local norms, social order and national identities. These 

The current issue is devoted to examining national development and narra-

-
sented great geographical diversity, spanning across China, Japan, Thailand, 

Lydia Grek and Roy Yang. Without your hard work, the journal would not 

Qiheng Chen
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Xing is an MPA candidate at the School of International and Public Affairs focusing on energy policy. Origi-
nally from Malaysia, he grew up in Jakarta and completed his undergraduate degree in chemical and environ-
mental engineering in England. He worked for several years as an engineer in the oil and gas industry.
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minority in the world’, the 
Rohingya are an ethnic, religious 
and linguistic minority in 

junta government has pursued 
discriminatory policies with the 

Rohingya and denying them 

the Rakhine state’s population, 
they are not recognized as one 

that they are illegal immigrants 

Families were limited to two 

seeking to marry must seek 
government approval – a mandate 

The situation escalated in August 
2017 when the country’s military 

targeted violence and persecution 

attacks on military and police 

Salvation Army (ARSA). 

Committee that deals with human 

2019, over 909,000 stateless 

more than 400,000 children are 

to monsoon weathers and 

This  outcome is the product 

institutionalize discrimination 

military operation that exploited 

to incite and legitimize violence 
against the Rohingya. First 
uncovered in a 2018 New York 
Times expose, this state-sponsored 

and its lax approach towards 
content regulation, to spread 

the country coincided with a time 

oppressive military regime had 

had seen opposition leader and 

arrest and welcomed President 

the previously state-controlled 
telecommunications sector. A 
country with an approximate 

1% internet penetration and just 

in 2011 to almost 90% internet 
penetration in 2017. This late 

Facebook’s Role in the Rohingya Genocide

Xintong Wong

F E A T U R E D
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internet use in the country and the 

state-sponsored newspapers, 

literacy were severely limited (and 
still are) among the population. 

Rohingya propaganda. They 
worked to set-up imposter 
accounts and sham pages devoted 

As early as 2014, activists and 

appointed Special Rapporteur 

hate speech and incitement to 
violence and hostility in the 
media and on the internet”. 

second largest city. resulting in 
two dead and approximately 20 

ultra-nationalist monk shared a 

government decided to shut 
down the internet to contain 

prevent the violence spreading. 

local violence. The 
company’s actions 

risks associated with 

content moderation 

Accenture had no 
physical presence 

reportedly, was 
operating with just 

content reviewer 

relying heavily on third-party 

transparency and engagement 
with local stakeholders.

to protect the Rohingya 

Rohingya people and holding 

as a  tool against human rights.   
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-

gender variant individuals came to explore their own 

-
-

-

-

-

-
-

are also the material with which we experience and crea-
te gender”. 

As individuals resided in and interacted with the sur-

-

-

-

in vaginoplasty and other reconstructive surgeries.  
   

As surgical practices developed alongside twentieth 
-

seeking SRS in Thailand. -
come a mechanism through which non-Thai prospective 

-
co-touristic practices.

-

-

to such advertising methods; the country hosted nearly 
400,000 medical tourists every year in the mid 2000s. 

-

-

-
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-

hospitality is working its magic in a 
new sector. Timeless Thai values 
and traditions are very much alive 
in place where it is least expected— 
in hospitals and clinics around the 
country. Patients are welcomed as 

-
ception is gracious and courteous.

-
tion lead to a racialized and sexualized 
digital exchange: the potential tourist 

-

a metaphorical journey which relies on 

translate directly to lived experiences. 
This narrative is similarly seen within 

medical treatment at third world pric-

through digital mediums. Third World 

-

treatment’.  Thus, while certain individ-

-

-

-
-

“Cyberspace allowed for alternative 
modes of being, which would other-

wise be rendered illegitimate”

amongst users in a hierarchical sense: 
the non-Thai intended recipient is pro-
vided with the opportunity to envision 

-

-

-
-

-
isting power dynamics: rather than 

-

-
-

-

- D A N T E  S I L V A

advertisement, chat room, voyeuristic 

-

-
ratives. These paradigms remain par-

-

-
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Q: How has digitization of 
media affected the growth 
of fake news and how do 
governments play a role in this 
new world of digital media? 
Is there any way to control or 
mitigate fake news?

there was an era where the space 

place where people could meet, you 

democracies, governments passed 
regulations concerning the media. 
We’re not against regulations in the 
media--regulations are supposed 
to protect the weak against the 

democratically adopted it is an 

there were regulations on the 
national level that were protecting 

media. And with the development 

regulation, every protection that 

has developed to such an extreme 

do not have legitimacy to regulate 
like governments did in the past. 
And another group is authoritarian 

-Russia is also an important player. 

that suits them. There are two 

way is to try to delete it, the other 
way is to throw so much competing 

things online saying the opposite 

check.

it’s very hard to know which ones 
are trustworthy. RSF is currently 

designed to promote trustworthy 
journalism. The idea is to assist 

media they can trust. Like creating 

processes. And the second project 

including political, ideological and 

and transparency in the way they 

providers to promote trustworthy 
content and pluralism in order to 

chaos.” 

Q: How has the Chinese 
government reached beyond 
its borders with media 
influences?

China supports governments 

development or political support 

to supporting an authoritarian 

I N T E R V I E W

CÉDRIC ALVIANI



Cédric Alviani
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“Censorship 
is not only 
a problem 

of China, 
it’s a global 
problem.”

Some Southeast Asian countries 
have passed regulations that look 

common wording, can you see where 

that money circulates is usually not 

Chinese government regarding media 

democracies are not the only suppliers 

the countries to democratize, which 
is somehow like asking a dictator 
or dictatorial group to give up their 
power. While China is actually doing 

When you’re a dictator and you’re 

control the media. 

Q: I noticed that RSF has reported 
that recently Chinese journalists 
are getting more pressure from 
the government.

to do some reporting. There was a 

government cracked down on this. 

citizen journalists.

Q: Why do you think Beijing is still 
arresting these journalists even 
though many worldwide have 
applauded China’s mitigation of 
the virus?

social order. So a journalist going to 

example, reporters were revealing that 
structures were not ready, that things 
were not so much under control that 

prepared as they say and might not 

Q: So do you think that this is 
making a significant impact on 
Chinese nationalism or how 
people think of the government 
in China?

the government had things strongly 
under control and they realize that 

censorship is very good, that things 
are under control. And the example 

it shows that there are things that 
censorship cannot stop. 

Q: How about the rest of the 
world? Do you think their 
perspective of China has 
changed?

their relationships with the Chinese 

virus, the world might realize how 

China. The less dependent that 

crisis is also revealing that Chinese 

the Chinese people, that censorship 

all around the world, can have other 

dollars, lose to tourism, shares, get 

So this shows that you cannot 
consider censorship as an internal 

realizing that we might need to put 
added pressure on China, put added 
pressure on the countries that try to 
copy China, and to try and get more 
transparency. 
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Long Hours, Low Productivity

largest economy country in terms 

Japanese people work longer 
overtime hours, they are doing 

given stagnant Japanese growth.

productivity is the digitalization 

technology to optimise human 

government has introduced as 

intended to make government 
administrative procedures 

private sector to access and utilize 

What Is The My-Number 
Program?

and central governments. Local 
governments can access each 

system, individuals do not have 

to multiple local government 

government. The signature can 

the private sector.  This is similar 

account, which can serve as 

the government, making it ideal 

sectors will reduce administrative 

to opt-in to the system. This has 

a thousand paper documents 

cases processed per year in Japan. 

these cases, it is clear that there 

there are not many users, there is 

to integrate their administrative 

system, due to the costs incurred. 

it is not connected to commonly-
used systems at a local level, they 
too will never have an incentive to 

the program —the Electronic 

without widespread card users. 
Thus, this creates a chicken-and-

Precedent: India Stack

Let’s contextualize the preceding 

Going Digital
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program accrue in the 

the average rational citizen, these 

Fairness and government 

that might not translate well 

program accrue in the long run, 

reduced processing time at the 
municipal government and 
greater ease and convenience in 
conducting administrative tasks. 

appear complicated, and there 
is usually an acclimatisation 

accustomed to the transition 

Citizens may hesitate to switch 

unless they see a critical mass 

system.

government is working hard 

plan to launch a campaign that 
encourages people to register 

ordinary amount one earns 
when creating a new credit card. 

the corresponding  credit card 

incentive. Thus, the complexity 

campaign unattractive. For now, 

program.

Turning Crisis into 
Opportunity

So, what could provide a 

Japanese government has decided 

package. This stimulus package 
is meant to mitigate the economic 

through mailing a hard copy to 
the municipal government, and 
the other is an online application 

population currently possess the 
cards, the government can make 

those registered could receive 

provides the motivation that was 
previously lacking to overcome 

reported that some municipal 

stored at municipalities’ servers) 

due to their negative experiences,  
although these wrinkles are 
common in the early adoption 

the government, this was a good 

loopholes in the system and its 
operation. Given that the timeline 

the emergency economic package 

times over the year, and other 

the ideal opportunity to expand 

essential services such as a 

Stack originated with Aadhaar, an 

Aadhaar was aimed at providing 

The government intended to use 

continued to expand its services, 

and industries. 

hand, the Japanese government 

more just society, ii) improved 

which do not have the same 
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A Constructed Reality

honored to capture through her extensive travels.

-

images seemed, mirroring my exact experience vis-

curated, only seeing what the government wanted us 

-

even government-controlled visual representations 
-
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image the government wanted us to leave with and 
transmit to our respective communities. 

-

were supposed to do. When a wedding party gathered 
-

ers to pay their respects, they moved in conscious 

-

-
ticulously calculated experience, 

-

hard work. As we pulled up to 

-

-
-

domly moving paper around to 
-

us out the door as the machines 
slowed down and the employees 

-

leaving with us. 

There were many tiny mo-

country. Walking past a school, 
-

guide, with a passionate plea in 

-
rea that was anything less than 

risk.

Another shot that speaks to the underlying reality 

-
sized television. While this moment is representative 

could access resources; however, the content was still 
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to the jarring disconnect witnessed as an outsider. 

-

-
-

-
-

-

-

-

real the visual images seemed, mirroring my exact 

-

-

-
ie. This was the image the government wanted us to 
leave with and transmit to our respective communi-
ties. 
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T -

-

-
zations, and diplomats around the world. According 

on Twitter, making Twitter the single most popular 

 
Countries and leaders in Asia have indicated a 

-
-

-

-

 

-

-
son-to-person diplomacy, yet it still inherits the stra-
tegic logic that governments have employed, which is 

-

-
matic approach and makes diplomacy more engaging 

-
-

ers and players in world politics and economy, such 

-
age to get their voices heard. Thus, Twiplomacy may 

-

not translate to diplomatic clout.
 
A Diplomatic Revolution?

The essential characteristic that makes Twitter the 

-
sues and challenges, leading to instant interactions 

-

which caused widespread damage in Philippine in 
2018. This constituted an astute Twiplomacy strate-

message and to attract international attention in light 

 
Similarly, online engagement can translate to real 

-

Yi Chen 

Twiplomacy: 
An Extension of Power in the Digital Age
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“Thus, Twiplomacy may 
simply replicate existing 
power distributions and 
political realities, as followers 
and listeners online may not 
translate to diplomatic clout.”

-

-

-
-
-

lost passport support and expatriate community aid 
-

ternal communication strategies and prompt policy 
action.” This suggests that Twiplomacy has changed 

citizens and state are conducted.
 
A Double-Edged Sword?

-

ill-timed and counterproductive messages, which 

-

-

-

community, while avoiding concessions that might 
-

-

-

-
-

 
Some studies, which have underscored how Twi-

-

-
den causation in the dynamics here: as a relatively 

-
mendous attention Chinese Twiplomacy has gained 

-
tical or sensational its Twiplomacy strategies are. 

aggressive social media narrative, countries such as 
Russia have already deployed similar tactics in its 
online interactions with major powers such as the 

-
-
-

macy’s impact in international relations as a whole. 

-

 

-
-

into a parallel diplomatic network, Twiplomacy will 
not cease to reshape, rewrite, and revolutionize the 

-

countries to express their views and standpoints in 

-

-
siderations and dealing with the multilateral rela-

-
ners.
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has changed rapidly in the past decades. 

discourse on nationalism.
 

control over narratives on nationalism through 

social media in the digital age, nationalism and 

 
This leads to a potentially dangerous trend 

sides.
 

Today, China’s online community—though 

initiatives in dictating nationalistic discourse. 

criticism and sparked anger among Chinese 

Social Media and Nationalism in the Sinosphere

How Chinese “Wolf Warrior”- Netizens have shaped nationalist 
discourse through the internet

Political Science.
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on the company. To this day, Tencent Sports 

 

attack any individual or organization that 

 

ideas through social media.
 

to participate in the protest. Further, as these 

 

competing jingoism and nationalism.

to continue their online nationalist campaign.

As Tsai Ying-wen proceeds to a second term in 

control and direct domestic online discourse 

still have the capacity to control the narrative 
in today’s highly digitized world?
 
Social media and advances in technology 
have not necessarily led to improvements 

the Sinosphere.

ecosystem.
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security guard at the Red Cross 

in Wuhan, was caught on 
camera during  a China Central 

was widely discussed on several 

video sharing site.

 With easy access to 
digital technology, Chinese 
people get timely updates on 

their smartphones. Rapid 

makes Chinese netizens aware 

instantaneous and convenient 
manner. The censorship and 

government, widely criticized 

during the lockdown, and are 

on their phones. Thus, Chinese 

improve the transparency and 

 Scandals involving 

the internet can undermine 

to discussing the evasive 

covering up the warehouse 
mismanagement, Chinese 
netizens also linked the video 

security guard was sent to stop 

noted Chinese netizens, 

Cross over how donations are 

state charity, repeatedly lost  

netizens in national crises. A 

my red envelopes to Wuhan 

China.” Red envelopes are 
envelopes with money given 

student, made donations to 
civil society groups, such as 

hospitals to send supplies, 

Red Cross, some civil society 
organizations have given up 

channels directly and tried to 

the hospital themselves.

 The criticism and 

on social media draws attention 

concerns, which relieves the 

car taking masks” incident was 
widely criticized on social media, 

that the Wuhan municipal 
committee was investigating 
the incident. A day later, Wuhan 
municipal government posted 

was transporting masks and 

and management, which 
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municipal emergency resource 

Red Cross, which operates at the 
larger provincial level, released 

continue disclosing all donation 

increasing skepticism over 

especially the Red Cross, the 

calm netizen anger. The distrust 

and the Red Cross through 
social media. Chinese netizens 
expressed their suspicion on 
whether the donations to the 

and the Red Cross denying the 

up investigation or punishment 

damaged reputation, which had 

charities. 

 Compared to the 
scandal in 2011, the government 
took greater action to respond 

government investigated the 

positions once solid evidence 

anger on the mismanagement 

warned another two over 

the Red Cross warehouse. The 
punishments largely relieved 

government. 

 Some may argue that the 
government is using censorship 
on the internet to suppress 
critics, especially in the incident 

responding to his concerns, 

censorship is not targeting the 

express themselves collectively, 

than the government, and 
seem to have the potential to 

market were diagnosed with 
SARS,” which raised great 
panic in WeChat. SARS was 

transmission and high lethality 

this message made screenshots 
and spread the message 
through social media. To avoid 

Wuhan municipality asked the 
police to deal with the message 
spreading issue according to 
the law. 

 The digital age has 

to access news and to express 

violence and online crime. 
Fortunately, Chinese netizens 

concealed in the digital age 

the internet. Even though 
the Chinese government uses 
censorship to prevent collective 
action, the government does 

transparency. As such, the 
Chinese government should 
keep improving its governance 
capacity and increasing 
transparency under the 

the digital age.
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Q: Thank you so much for 
agreeing to speak with us. 
Could you describe your work 
on digital memorialisation 
and how you came to be 
involved with this field?
 

interconnected strands to my work 
on digital memorialization. The 

mass atrocities – war, genocide 
– in general, which started with 

Yale Genocide Studies Program, 

looking at digital and material 

increasingly evident that there 
were many changes taking place 

digital memorialisation emerged 

 

projects taking place. First, 

documentation at Tuol Sleng, the 

at two (smartphone) apps that 

which is an organisation started 

projects addressed the challenge 

app, which contains original 

Rouge period.
 

Students at the university went 
out to (the provinces) and 
interviewed and videotaped 

GPS. When you visit a site, the 

photographs, and videos on it (the 

it revolves around the same idea, 

people?” With atrocities that 

is the concern that people are 

that the younger generation has 
access to these stories, and how 

general ethnographic research 

and social media as it relates to 
memorialization.
 
Q: What were some of these 
“rapid changes” you were 
seeing, and how did that 
shape the direction of the 
field?
 

Interview with Dr. Eve Zucker
R H E - A N N E  T A N
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interconnected as well. You have 

things going on: social media, 

on an archive, which could then 

personal archive and placed on 

media and digital tools.
 
We are looking at the increasing use 

as well, who all have access to many 

that digital memorialization is not 
an entirely new phenomenon: 

in the mid-1990s, there have 

to digitise archival documents 

Then came the period (that we are 

could not interact with them, and 

an event or contest a particular 
narrative, and communities near 

the narratives that accompany it is 

individual who may choose to 
contest the state narrative. The 

key is that ordinary people can 

the past.
 
Q: With these changes in 
mind, how would you say that 
this digital medium enhances 
or perhaps destabilise the 
act of memorialization?
 

just a monument or pictures, 

what you see in museums – and 
this could occur at a physical 

everyone may agree with that 

means that people in a state that, 
perhaps, does not recognise a 
genocide or did not include certain 
groups in their commemoration 
can communicate with each 
other, and come together and 

some evidence.”
 
We’re also seeing this now with 

gathering together in person, 
so memorialization is taking 

to the analog world – the ease 

is constrained depending on 
what nation you’re in. Someone 
in China may not have access to 

someone in Australia, say, or it 

state narrative in somewhere in 

could end up in jail. So it’s not 

the state has no power, the state 

resources to assert their power.
 
Q: Returning to your 
fieldwork in Cambodia, 
you discussed both the 
digitisation of archives 
in Tuol Sleng, as well as 
the creation of interactive 
apps, such as the Mapping 
Memories project. Would you 
say that these varied forms 
of digital memorialisation 
operate in different ways, 
and were they engaged 
with or situated in society 
differently?
 

engagement with the apps at 

engagement, and that seems to 

may well want to use these apps 

older, they may want to make sure 
that their children understand 

 

are created to memorialise these 
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historical events. For instance, 

people share memories and post 

locate past relatives or contacts 

as a memorial, and it’s clear that 

are not disparate; it’s a very 
interconnected landscape, and 
that makes it interesting to study.
 
Q: Building on that idea 
of inter-connectivity, how 
would you say that these 
digital memorialisation 
projects complement the 
existing programmes 
for commemoration and 
reconciliation offline and on 
the ground?
 

linked. You have the 

ECCC taking place over social 
media including on the ECCC 

to speak. Another example is 

end through his Win-Win policy. 
Not only has he constructed 

Rouge – and in doing so, this is his 

Physical memorialisation is not 

an added digital dimension. And 
at the community level, projects 

where incidents have taken 
place. This place then ends up 

one small site and not a whole 

community themselves.
 
Q: Lastly, to wrap up our 
conversation, what do you 
think the main value or 
purpose of memorialising 
mass violence is?
 

with collective memory, and also 

that it has happened, and also 
to understand how it happened. 
That memorialization process 
makes a statement that (1) the 
atrocities occurred, and (2) that 
these people are victims who either 

and responds to the violence. This 

third reason is education: the hope 

again. These categories are all 

and more important in ensuring 
that the younger generation 
understands what has happened.
 

Dr. Zucker’s upcoming book, 
co-edited with David J. Simon, 
is entitled “Mass Violence and 
Memory in the Digital Age: 

Memorialization Unmoored.” 
Forthcoming July 2020 with 
Palgrave MacMillan, it further 
explores the themes of virtual 
mediums of memory and impacts 
of digital mediums on mass 
violence and its aftermaths.
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Endnote

(PHOTO)
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